
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
 

1. Create a card blank from kraft card to measure, 20 x 17cm and place in front of you with the fold at the top. Add small amounts of gesso around 

the card blank to create a distressed look. 

2. Cut a piece of canvas paper to measure 19 x 16cm and apply a light coat of Antique Linen Distress Paint over the surface. Heat dry before inking 

the edges with Walnut Stain Distress Ink. Double machine stitch with ivory cotton around the edge of the card, leaving some of the cotton to hang 

loose. 

3. Mat the canvas paper onto a piece of blue card, leaving a border around the outside. Apply a small amount of gesso to the edges of the blue card 

and once dry, mount the matted layers onto the front of your card blank. 

4. Cut a piece of white stamping card measuring, 14 x 17cm. Apply a small amount of the Chipped Sapphire, Picket Fence and Tumbled Glass Distress 

Stains to a non stick craft sheet and spritz the stains with water. Drag your card through the stain picking up the color. Heat dry the card thoroughly. 

Flick Black Soot Distress Paint over the painted card and dry. 

5. Machine stitch around the outer edge of the card. Dip the edge of a ruler into gesso and add paint scratches around the edge of the card, creating 

a border. 

6. Mount the card centrally onto the previous matted layers attached to your card blank. 

7. Cut a piece of watercolor card to measure, 11 x 14cm. Ink up the Demure stamp with Jet Black Archival Ink and stamp the image onto the left hand 

side of the card, leaving some of the image to go off the page. 

8. Watercolor the flower heads in blue tones of paint and add green to the stems and leaf doodles. 

9. Scribble a small amount of Old Paper Distress Stain onto a craft sheet and add a small amount of water. With a wet brush pick up the diluted stain 

and carefully apply it around to the background of the flowers. Ink the edges of the card with Walnut Stain Distress Ink, taking the ink lightly over the 

background area before flicking water droplets over the top of the ink, blotting away the excess with a kitchen towel. 

10. Add small flicks of Black Soot Distress Paint over the background of the image. 

11. Using Jet Black Archival Ink, ink up the message stamp from the Words Of Kindness stamp set and stamp directly onto the background, placing 

the message in the bottom right hand corner. 

12. Using a ruler and black fine line pen, draw a straight edge border around the outside of the watercolor card to frame the image. Add a line of 

color over the top using the Chipped Sapphire Distress Marker Pen and then gently diffuse the intensity of the color with a small amount of water. 

13. Tear a small piece of Passport Designer Tape and place in the top right hand corner of the card. My strip of tape showed August, so I just circled 

the month with a black pen. 

14. Add three sequins around the flower heads. 

15. Mat the watercolored artwork onto a piece of kraft card, distressed around the edges for a more vintage look. 

16. Mount the artwork centrally onto the front of your card blank using foam pads. 

17. Cut two small strips of burlap and matt onto a piece of card to give more stability to the material. Cut an inverted ‘v’ into one end of each strip. 

18. Mix together a small amount of soft matte gel and glass glitter and apply it over the top of the burlap. Once dry, attach the strips to either side of 

the raised artwork, tucking the ends of the strips underneath the mounted layer. 

19. Apply Chipped Sapphire and Wilted Violet Distress Stain to your craft sheet and spritz with water. 

20. Cut a strip of crinkle ribbon and add the ribbon to the stains, picking up the color to dye them. Heat dry the ribbon and tie into a scruffy bow. 

21. Add a button to the center of the bow, tying it securely into place with a piece of twine. 

22. Attach the bow over the top of some fibers, using a hot glue gun. 

 

 

 

Lovely Layers Lady: Emma Williams 

Penny Black Products Used: 40-375 Demure, 30-353 Words of 

Kindness 

Additional Products: White Canvas Paper, White Stamping Card, Blue Card, Kraft Card, Watercolor 

Card, Tim Holtz Antique Linen and Black Soot Distress Paint, Tim Holtz Chipped Sapphire, Picket Fence, Wilted 

Violet and Old Paper Distress Stain, Tim Holtz Chipped Sapphire 

Distress Marker Pen, Tim Holtz Passport Design Tissue Tape, Tim Holtz Walnut Stain Distress Ink, Jet Black Archival 

Ink, Yellow Button, Prima Marketing Soft Matte Gel, Prima Gold Rush Art Glitter, Crinkle Ribbon, Yellow Sequins, 

Gesso, Prima Marketing Tropicals Watercolor Confections, 

Twine, Burlap Canvas; Other: Blending Tool, 3D Foam Squares, Heat Tool, Paintbrush, Black Fine Line Pen, Ivory 

cotton 

 

 

 


